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Abstract—The main goal of this paper is initiation of the 
method for determination of possible stealing of electrical 
energy and for estimation of exact length location of illegal 
connection. Method is based on Time Domain Reflectometer 
(TDR) principles and function.  

I. INTRODUCTION 
Stealing of electrical energy is one of the most 

important problems during the electric power distribution 
process. Total power losses can be divided into two 
groups according to cause of losses: technical losses 
(heated conductors, transformer core magnetizing, 
isolation imperfections) which depend on system structure 
and other losses caused by unpaid consumption. The last 
ones are based on customer pay-ability at the one hand 
and stealing of electrical energy at the second hand. So, 
stealing directly influence on power system economy 
commerce and possible profit.  

Until now, it was very hard to locate the illegally 
connections between the home service entrance and the 
metering point, due to the fact that the most illegal 
connections and joints are invisible. Certain households 
and firms have their devices (usually thermal) connected 
on power network without metering of electric energy. If 
the metering point is in the object (majority connections in 
conventional way) and inside parts of cable connections 
are placed through the object tubes and walls, which is in 
the customer ownership or underground his yard, 
suspicion become more and more valid. 

 Described method proposes systematic way for 
consumer’s power cable inspection and eventually 
detection exact length location of illegal connection. It is 
based on Time Domain Reflectometer (TDR).  

II. TIME DOMAIN REFLECTOMETER 

A. Function principles 
TDR is measurement device designed for cable testing, 

electrical installation fault investigation, fault location 
detection and cable length measurements. TDR is used for 
power system cables and telecommunication cables, 
wherever there are no direct connection with the ground - 
so, other simpler methods can’t be used for listed 
purposes.  

Basic principle of TDR function is pulse reflection, 
similarly as for radar operation. Device is connected 
between two leads at the one end of cable, from where it 
generates short duration incident pulse. That pulse travels 
along the lead according to the transmission-line theory, 
and at the place of cable damage, other cable end or 
whatever other lead geometry changes (caused by any 
impedance change), it is split in two new pulses - 
transmitted and reflected. The time taken by the incident 

pulse to travel between cable end (where TDR is installed) 
and place with impedance change and return of reflection 
pulse is a measure of the two points cable distance. Cable 
impedance is made up of resistance, inductance and 
capacitance inherent in a cable.  

B. Propagation Velocity Factor (PVF) 
Propagation velocity Factor is a measure of how cable 

construction (nowadays isolation) affects the speed with 
which a TDR pulse travels down the cable conductor. To 
improve method accuracy between cable end and 
characteristic cable point, it is need to know exact pulse 
velocity (PVF) along the cable lead. Cable design 
(isolation type and thickness, lead material and geometry), 
its relative dielectric and permeability is basic parameters 
for PVF.  

If it is about ideal cable, without resistance and 
conductance, PVF is calculated as: 
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 where L1 and C1 are parameters per unit length of ideal 
cable. PVF is usually defined in relative attitude against 
vacuum light velocity (1 or 100%). PVF in coaxial cable 
is 0.85, in twisted pair telephone cable is 0.65 and in 
power cables is 0.5. In practice, it is easy to measure PVF 
of the cable type as ratio of known length of cable and half 
of sum of transit and reflection pulse time. 

C. Characteristic point location in power cable 
Distance from the one end of cable to characteristic 

point is determined by product of PVF and half of sum of 
transit time of incident pulse to characteristic cable point 
and transit time of reflection pulse to monitoring point. 

D. Characteristic wave impedance of power line 
If ideal power line is item of study, characteristic wave 

impedance of power line is the ratio between the voltage 
and the current. It depends on lead radius, inter conductor 
distance and isolation type, but it is independent of power 
line length. Characteristic impedance (Z0) can be written 
as equation (2): 
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E. Voltage Reflection Coefficient 
Assumption made here (losses conditions) is that 

reflection pulse has equal amplitude at place it backs up 



the line toward the source and at the device screen because 
of negligible choke. Displayed reflected waveform 
(polarity, amplitude and shape) makes the engineer aware 
of cable fault type. Voltage reflection coefficient is ratio 
between reflected pulse amplitude and incident pulse 
amplitude: 
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where  Z = impedance of reflection cable point 
  Z0 = characteristic cable impedance 

F. Reflections Shapes 
There are several reflected pulse shapes, differs one 

from another by its polarity and amplitude. The type of 
characteristic cable point (impedance change) can be 
determined by analysis of the displayed waveform. Basic 
cable states are open circuit (high impedance series 
faults), short circuit (low impedance shunt faults), 
different cable junction types (series impedance) and cable 
fault (partial parallel impedance) or illegal cable 
connection. 

In the last case, voltage reflection coefficient can be 
written as in equation (4): 
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where,  
Z0P - characteristic impedance of illegal cable 

 Z0 - characteristic impedance of metering cable 
Equation (4) is derived from equation (3) by replacing 

impedance of reflection cable point with parallel 
impedance of metering and connected cable. Voltage 
reflection coefficient shows negative polarity of reflection 
pulse at the “T” connection, independent on illegal cable 
length on ideal case. 

Following characteristic reflected pulse shapes on real 
cables are shown on Fig °1: 

A - Open circuit, 
B - Short circuit, 
C - Same type cable junction ( Z = Z0 ), 
D - Different type cable junction ( Z < Z0 ), 
E - Different type cable junction ( Z > Z0 ), 
F - Illegal cable connection 
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Figure 1. Characteristic reflected pulse shapes 

G. Basic features of TDR 
Knowing the average length and different types of main 

power cables, from wide choice of these measurement 
devices in the market needs to be chosen those which 
meet the following conditions: 
- smallest possible minimal measurement range (max. 10 
meters), respectively the possibility of zooming so we 
could use bigger resolution to see details in whole length 
of relatively short main power cables, 
- smallest possible incident pulse widths, so that the 
reflected pulse can be narrow and the whole picture 
clearer, without interfering other neighbor pulses (max. 10 
ns), 
- proper incident pulse amplitude (min. 2 V), 
- output impedance closest possible to wave impedance of 
power cable (around 25 Ω), 
- possibility of enhancing the reflected pulses due to better 
notice of pulse shapes, 
- possibility of adjusting the propagation velocity factor 
because of accurate determination of distance between 
reflected pulses for standard types of power cables (50% 
to 80% of vacuum light velocity), 
- showing the picture of transmit and all reflected pulses 
on LCD  with minimal resolution 240×128 pixels, 
- possibility of connection to tested live power cable by 
the AC blocking filter, 
- internal memory of the device with more then 10 
memory places, 
- possibility of connection to PC. 

Range of transmitted and reflected pulses magnitude is 
2V - 2.5 V, and the frequency range is 2 ns, 10 ns, 30 ns, 
100 ns, 300 ns and 1200 ns (depending on main power 
cable length). 

III. METHOD OF TESTING THE MAIN POWER CABLES 
 

This method can be divided in two parts: 
- testing the section of the main power cable between 
main fuses and electric power measurement device (cable 
opened on both ends), 
- testing the section of live main power cable by the AC 
blocking filter between main fuses and distribution low 
voltage network. 

A. Testing of opened part of the main power cable 
Testing the section of the main power cable between 

main fuses and el. power measurement device is made in 
following steps: 
- disconnect the cable in the beginning (main fuses) and in 
the end (el. power measurement device) so we can use 
“clean” cable opened on both ends, 
- connect TDR between two leads at the one end of cable, 
set the parameters (measurement range, pulse width, gain, 
PVF), record the pulse transmission picture and all 
reflected pulses, repeat for all phase and neutral leads 
combinations, 
- short the leads on the other end of tested cable, record 
the picture of transmit and all reflected pulses, define the 
characteristic point of the end of the cable and measure the 
length, 



- in the case of regular tested main power cable without 
illegal connection we can see clearly transmit pulse and 
next reflected pulses: TDR’s test and cable leads junction 
and open or short circuit on the end of the tested cable, 

- TDR can be connected to the other end of tested cable 
if certain suspicious parts can be seen more clearly from 
the other end. 

If there’s illegal connection on the tested main power 
cable, picture of reflected pulses is changed, depended on 
place, length and condition of illegal connection. So we 
have following cases and their combinations: 
1. the spot of illegal connection closer to the 

beginning, middle or end of main power cable, 
2. shorter or longer illegal connection, 
3. end of illegal connection opened respectively to 

connect any kind of electric device. 
1. The spot of illegal connection: TDR can be connected 
on both ends of tested cable for better visibility of illegal 
connection reflected pulse shape closer to end of tested 
cable, because of pulse attenuation in real cable. 
2. Length of illegal connection: Longer cable of illegal 
connection results with better visibility of illegal 
connection reflected pulse shape as well as reflected pulse 
shape extra attenuation of main power cable open end. 
3. Condition of illegal connection: If customer have 
connected el. device of the end of illegal connection cable, 
reflected pulse shape of main power cable open end is 
almost completely smothered. 

Two TDR T 631 measurements are shown here made 
by Bicotest company (measurements producer) in Great 
Britain.  

Transmitted pulse and all reflected pulses of regular 
main power cable without illegal connection made of 
PP00 4×10 mm2 with its length of 7 meters are shown on 
Fig °2. Left is transmit pulse, with left cursor is marked 

the beginning of main power cable (TDR’s test and cable 
leads junction), and with right cursor main power cable 
open end. 

Transmitted and reflected pulses of same main power 
cable with illegal connection are shown on Fig °3. The 
spot of illegal connection is marked with right cursor, on 
length of 3.5 meters from beginning. Illegal connection 
cable has length of 2 meters with open end.  

The same method can be used for incipient cable faults 
detection by choosing smallest pulse widths (2 ns),  
smallest measurement range and both cable sides ends 
measurement techniques. 

B. Testing the section of live main power cable 
This option is used in: 

- partial control of main power cable from main fuses to  
overhead low voltage network connection through private 
customers building, 
- control of underground main power cable from main 
fuses to connection with "T" joint on underground low 
voltage network, if cable is placed through customer 
private yard. 

In this case, only useful method in illegal connection 
location is step-by-step review with proper gain and 
zooming each section of tested cable. 

Transmitted and reflection pulses of regular main 
power cable from main fuses to connection to overhead 
LV network with total length of 30 meters (first 9 meters 
through customers building) are shown on Fig °4. The 
beginning of main power cable (main fuses) is marked 
with left cursor, while the other end of main power cable 
(connection to overhead LV network) is marked by right 
screen cursor. The red (bright) line pulse width is 10 ns 
(much more easy to follow), the green line (dark) pulse 
width is 30 ns (transmitted and reflected pulses 
overlapping). 

 

Figure 2. Regular main power cable without illegal connection 
 



 

Figure 3. Main power cable with illegal connection  
 

Figure 4. Regular main power cable (main fuses-LV network) 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 
 

Described method is recommended for all illegal 
connection types location on main home power cable.  
Testing measurement duration of a main home power 
cable is about 30 minutes. Transmit and reflected pulses 
of main power cables, recorded in TDR internal memory, 
can easily be stored on PC and used for future comparing 
and analyzing of same main power cables testing.  

It is true that the consumer’s main cable has to be 
disconnected from the power line during the tests 
performing, but here, in Croatia, Electric Supply 
Company has to announce any planned maintenance 

actions in determined area and period in advance. Such 
tests can be made during some other planned maintenance 
activities. 

On the described method base, the first step in 
illegal connection location on main power cable in HEP 
Distribution is made by education course and using 
experimental 21 devices (one for each distribution area). 
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